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Let .F be the homotopy category of all spectra, 9’ c Y the full sub-category of finite spectra. Brown and Adams 
proved that any homological functor H: {P}“’ + db is the restriction of a representable functor on Y. 
Furthermore, any natural transformation is the restriction of a map in 9. 
One may naturally wonder whether this generalizes to arbitrary triangulated categories, for instance D(R) 
where R is a ring. We show that the answer is in general no, although for R countable the generalization holds. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be the homotopy category of all spectra, F” c F the full subcategory of finite 
spectra. The category F is a triangulated category in the sense of [l], and F” is a full, 
triangulated subcategory. 
Let x be an object of F. The representable functor F( - , x) is a homological functor 
Fop + db, where db is the category of abelian groups. Of course, the restriction to the 
smaller category F-“, which we denote 
S(-,x)I.F, 
is a homological functor on J . cc In [2] Brown proved that if H is a homological functor 
{ ~--c}OP -+ db, and for every k E P the set H(k) is countable, then there exists an x E F 
and an equivalence of functors on {F-“}“P 
H(-)-F-(-,x)(,.. 
In [3], Adams improved Brown’s result to drop the countability hypothesis on H. Precisely, 
Adams proved 
THEOREM (Adams [3]). Every homologicalfunctor H : {P}“P -P db is equivalent to the 
restriction 
s(-,x)ls~ 
for some x E F-, and every natural transformation 
S(-,x)1,* -+ s(-,Y)ls~ 
is induced by some (non-unique) f: x -+ y, a morphism in F-. 
In recent years, because of the connection with K-theory and algebraic geometry, one 
has been led to study generalizations. If F is a triangulated category closed under the 
formation of small coproducts, then there is a natural way to define a triangulated category 
F-“. If F satisfies certain simple conditions, then it is known that the pair F-’ c 9 behave 
much like the category of finite spectra inside the category of all spectra. The definitions 
may be found in Section 2. It is natural to ask whether Adams’ theorem generalizes. 
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Instead of giving the definitions, it might be more instructive to give an example. Let 
R be an associative ring with 1. Let Y = D(R) be the derived category of all chain 
complexes of left R-modules. Then 5’ . 1s the derived category of all bounded chain 
complexes of finitely generated projective R-modules. If Brown representability generalized, 
it would tell us that any contravariant homological functor on D(R)C is the restriction of 
a representable functor on D(R), and that any natural transformation of the restrictions 
comes from some map in D(R). 
It turns out that Brown representability is in general false. It fails, for example, if 
R = @ [x, y] is the polynomial ring in two variables over an uncountable field C. See 
Section 6. 
There are three main results in the article, one main result in each of Sections 4-6. In 
Section 4, the main results are Propositions 4.10 and 4.11. Of these, Proposition 4.10 has 
been proved independently by Christensen; we will say more about this later. Together, the 
two propositions prove the following. Let Yc c Y be as in Section 2. Consider the abelian 
category 
%t((Yc)op, db) 
of all functors {Yc)Op --f db. Inside it lies the subcategory of all homological functors. Let 
us denote the subcategory of all homological functors 
X’oI((9-cf”p, s&b) c %‘c~t({9-~)~~, at’b). 
Taken together, Propositions 4.10 and 4.11 prove that Brown representability holds for 
Y-” c 9’ if and only if every object of Z’ol ({~lc}‘P, db) has projective dimension < 1 in the 
larger category %ut({~‘)“p, db). Note that in this incarnation, Y is not mentioned. For an 
arbitrary triangulated category Y we can ask whether the objects of &‘ol(Yop, &b) have 
projective dimension < 1 in %?ut(Yop, &b). 
As was mentioned above, Proposition 4.10 has been independently obtained by 
Christensen. Christensen proves that if r-” c Y- satisfies Brown representability, then every 
object of &%f((YC)oP, db) is of projective dimension < 1, but does not prove the converse. 
Christensen goes on to use the result in the special case where r is the stable homotopy 
category. In that case, we know Brown representability, and hence the fact that every object 
of 201 ({T}oP, aIb) has projective dimension < 1 can be applied to get some really 
beautiful consequences. The reader is referred to Christensen’s Ph.D. thesis at MIT [4]. At 
the moment, only a very preliminary version exists. 
The main result of Section 5 is Theorem 5.1. It asserts that if 9’ is a countable category 
(i.e. countably many objects and morphisms), then the objects of ~o~(Y’~, db) have 
projective dimension < 1 in @‘Sat (._YP, &b). Brown representability holds whenever Ye is 
equivalent o a countable category. 
Finally, Section 6 contains the counterexample to the general Brown representability. 
We should say something about how our proof compares to the arguments of Brown 
and Adams. The proofs are entirely different. Using the methods of Adams, one can get 
a weak version of the results of Section 5. An adaptation of the argument of Adams does 
show that Brown representability holds for countable .Y”, us tong us .9- has a model. In other 
words, one uses the embedding of Yc c Y-, and one works not with triangulated categories, 
but with more rigid models. Adams’ old argument appears in a reworked version in [S], and 
although the use of models is less explicit in Margolis’ version, it is still indispensable. Our 
approach makes no mention of models. 
Aside from the results of Section 5, nothing in the article can, as far as we see, be 
obtained from the older methods. 
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As for the conterexample of Section 6 by Section 4, it suffices to produce a homological 
functor on Y-’ whose projective dimension in %~at({Y~}“~, db) is more than one. For the 
particular .Y = D(R) we choose, this amounts to some classical facts about the projective 
and pure-projective dimensions of certain R-modules. Section 6 amounts to a list of 
references to results in the literature, which together yield the counterexample. 
2. PRELI~NARIE~ 
Let Y be a triangulated category. Suppose that Y is closed with respect to the 
formation of small coproducts. In other words, for every set A and a family {X,, 1 E A} of 
objects of Y, we assume that the coproduct 
exists as an object of Y-. Then the following fact is easy. 
LEMMA 2.1. Coproducts of triangles are triangles. 
Proof: See Propositions 1.1.6 and 1.2.1 of [6], or Lemma 6.7 in [7]. cl 
Definition 2.2. An object t E Y is called compact if Hom(t, - ) commutes with co- 
products. That is, for any set A and a family (X,, I E A) of objects of 5, the natural map 
is an isomorphism. 
DeJinition 2.3. The full subcategory whose objects are the compact objects of Y is 
denoted Y-“. 
The following lemma is immediate 
LEMMA 2.4. The subcategory 9’ c 9 is tria~ulate~ that is, CF-” = P, and if two 
objects of a ~iangle lie in P, then so does the third. 
De$nition 2.5. Suppose, as above, that 9 is a triangulated category with small co- 
products. Then the category Y is called compactly generated if the objects of Yc generate 
Y; that is, given any object z E Y, 
{vJtEC,Hom(t,z)=O} * z=o. 
Remark 2.6. It may be shown that if 9 is compactly generated and Yc is a small 
category, then 9 is the smallest riangulated subcategory of z?- which contains YC and is 
closed with respect o coproducts. In this sense, .9”G really “generates” Y. For a proof, see 
for example Lemma 3.2 in [8]. 
3. A REVIEW OF BROWN REPRESENTABILITY 
Now we should perhaps remind the reader of the statement of Brown representability. 
Let Y be any triangulated category, Y t Y is a triangulated subcategory. Let X be an 
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object of 5. Then the representable functor 
5(--,X) 
is a homological functor Fop -+ db, where db is the category of abelian groups. Hence its 
restriction to Sp c 5, which we will denote 
is a homological functor on Yap. 
Definition 3,l. Let F be a compactly generated triangulated category. We say that 
Brown representability holds for F if 
3.1.1. Every homologi~al functor H : (JP)~~ + db is naturally isomorphic to a restric- 
tion 
for some object X E 9”. 
H(-)-T(-,X)1,* 
3.1.2. Given any natural transformation of functors on {SC}“’ 
F: F(-,x)/P --) r’(-, Y)I.F 
there is a morphism f: X + Y in F inducing the natural transformation. The map f is in 
general not unique. 
Remark 3.2. The compact generation of F guarantees that if F ( - , X)Isp. is the zero 
functor, then X is isomorphic to 0. If 
is a triangle in F, then there is a long exact sequence of homolo~~al functors on 9” 
F(-,fJl,. 
~t-,x)ls~------+ T-(-, Y)l,. + St--,Z)l.F + ~t-->=)l$-~. 
If F ( - , f) JgD is an isomorphism, it follows that F ( - , Z)lFo is the zero functor, hence that 
Z is isomorphic to 0, hence that 
is an isomorphism. 
f:X -+ Y 
Suppose now not only that 3 is compactly generated, but also that Brown representa- 
bility holds for 5. Suppose X and Y are two objects of F so that F( - , X)lFc and 
9’( - , Y)lrC are isomorphic. By 3.1.2, the isomorphism may be represented as 
~(-,f)l.P:~(-_,X)lP + F(--7 Y)lP 
for some f:X + Y. And we concluded above that f must be an isomorphism. Any 
homological functor on {.cP>“~ may be expressed as F ( - , X)1,. for some X E F by 3.1.1, 
and any two X and Y representing the same fun&or are isomorphic. Thus the objects of 
F may be thought of as the homological functors on (.P)“9 The natural transformations 
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are not quite the morphisms of F. There is a natural map sending a morphism 
f:X + Y 
to the natural transformation 
~(--,s)lP:~(-,X)I,~ -+ F(--7 Y)IP 
and 3.12 says the map is surjective. In general the map has a kernel. One defines 
Dejnition 3.3. A map f: X + Y which induces the zero natural transformation 
s(-,f)lg-c:s(-,X)lp -+ yi?/--_, Y)I.P 
is called a phantom map. 
We assemble in the next lemma some trivial facts about phantom maps. 
LEMMA 3.4. The composite ofa phantom map with any map, either on the left or the right, 
is a phantom map. The sum of two phantom maps is phantom. 
Remark 3.5. One way to say Lemma 3.4 is that the phantom maps form a two-sided 
ideal in the category .F. 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose f : X -+ Y is a phantom map, and suppose X is a coproduct ofobjects 
in 9’. Thenf us the zero map. 
Proof Write X as 
Because f: X -+ Y is a phantom map, the composite 
tA4X’Y 
must vanish, being a map from an object of F”. But then the universal property of the 
coproduct says that f: X -+ Y must vanish. 17 
In the special case where y is the homotopy category of spectra, one can show that F is 
compactly generated. The subcategory P of compact objects in F turns out to be the 
category of all finite spectra. The theorem of Adams [3], which is a refinement of an earlier 
result of Brown [2], states 
THEOREM (Brown [2], Adams [3])_ The homotopy category ofspectra F above satisfies 
Brown representability, as in De~n~t~on 3.1. 
4. REPRESENTABILITY AND PROJECTIVE DIMENSION 
LEMMA 4.1. Let F be a compactly generated triangulated category, F c r the (full) 
subcategory of compact objects. Suppose F-’ is essentially small. That means there is a set T of 
objects of 9-‘, so that every object of F-” is isomorphic to an object of T. Suppose F satis$es 
Brown representability. 
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Then ifx is an arbitrary object of 9, there is a triangle 
in Y, where F and G are coproducts of objects of P, and the sequence offunctors 
O+F(-,F)lYtp. + Y(-,G)I,. + S(-,x)lg’e -+O 
is exact. 
Remark 4.2. Before we plunge into proofs, we should perhaps stop to say the signifi- 
cance of the lemma. In the proof of Proposition 4.10 we will see that if F is a coproduct of 
objects in Y, then Y ( - , F)I,. is a projective object in the abelian category of functors 
(Y=)“p + &b. Lemma 4.1 then asserts if Brown repr~entability holds in 5, every functor 
S(-9&-V that is every homological functor, has projective dimension < 1, The con- 
verse, Proposition 4.11, asserts that if all homological functors have projective dimension 
< 1, then Brown representability holds. These are the main results of the section. 
As another amusing application of Lemma 4.1 we prove that, if F satisfies Brown 
repre~ntability, then the composite of any two phantom maps vanishes (Corollary 4.4). 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Recall that there exists a set T containing objects isomorphic to 
every object of Yc. Choose and fix such a T. Let A be the set of all maps t--*x, with x our 
given object and t E T. For each 1 E A, that is A is a map t-x, let tA denote the correspond- 
ing object t. Let 
There is a natural map G --) x. 
Let M be the set of all maps s + G, where s E T and the composite s -+ G -+ x vanishes. 
For each p E M, let sit denote the corresponding object s. Define 
There is a natural map F + G, and the composite 
F+G-+x 
clearly vanishes. Furthermore, by the construction of F and G it is clear that each is 
a coproduct of objects in Yc, and that the sequence of functors 
is exact. 
s(-,F)(,. -+ 9-(-,G)I,. -i Y(-,x)lYpo --, 0 
Now complete the morphism F+G to a triangle in 5 
F+G-+H-+EF. 
The composite 
F--+ G-+x 
vanishes, and hence G -+ x must factor (non-uniquely) as G + H -+ x. On the other hand, by 
Remark 3.2 we get an exact sequence of functors on {Yc}“P 
~~FXP~~(-,G)I, --, S(-,H)(,.. 
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But we know that Y ( - , x)jFE is the cokernel of 4, and hence we get a unique factorization 
*~(-,F)I~=~ F_(-,G)I, -+ s(-PX)tP -+ 4i-(--,W,. 
Combining this with the fact that the map G-+x factors as G-+W Ax, we have a sequence 
~~(-,G)ls.~~(-,x)16(8. .Y(--,H)I,. Y4PI--,f)‘P* S(-,x)l.~ 
where the composite 
is equal to CI. Since tt is surjective, it follows that the composite 
F(-7 x)/&Ltq-,H)lp r(-&* * S(-,x)lp. 
must be the identity. By 3.1.2 we know that the map fi can be written as SC-, g)l~ for 
some g : x--+H. It follows that fg : x --f x induces the identity 
s(-,x)~sCJ+ S(--,x&a. 
In particular,~g : x-+x induces an isomorphism of functors on (YC)OPY and Remark 3.2 tells 
us that fg :x+x is an isomo~hism in 9. It follows that g: x-+H is split, by the map 
(fg> - ’ f: N+x. Replacing f by (fg) - If we may assume fg = 1, _ 
Now complete g :x+H to a triangle 
X--f+H--ff,lpZX. 
It is trivial to check that the map 
HB g@x 
is an isomorphism. Furthermore, the composite 
3-(-,G)f,.--kT(-,x)lr= .s’(-*g)‘9ra+ Y(-,I?)[,. s’-‘n)‘p, S(-,q)lrc 
vanishes, since ng = 0. But this composite is induced by a map in Y+ namely 
G-+H~q. 
This means that the composite is a phantom map. But G is a coproduct of objects in 9”, and 
by Lemma 3.6 we deduce that the composite 
vanishes. 
Summarizing, we have a triangle 
F+G-+H-+XF, 
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and we know that the composite 
G-+HA q 
vanishes. It follows that rc: H -P q must factor as H --P XCF + q, and the composite 
q+H-+XF-+q 
is the identity on 4. In other words, q is a direct summand not only of H but also of CF. 
Moreover, the triangle 
decomposes as the direct sum of two triangles 
1 
2;-‘q-+O-+q---+ q. 
From the first triangle we deduce a long exact sequence 
9-(-,k)l,.A cT(-,G)J,._IL+ 3+,x)l,.~ -Y-(--,=419.. 
Since cr is known surjective, it follows that 8 is the zero map, and p injective. In other words, 
we deduce a short exact sequence 
0 -+ Y(-,k)l~c--%Y-(-,G)I$+ S(-,x)l.p 40. 
The only probhm left is that k is not necessarily acoproduct of objects in 9”. We know 
that 
and F is a coproduct of objects of P. But that is weaker than required in our lemma. 
Take the triangle 
k+G-+x+Ck 
and add to it the triangle 
We deduce a triangle 
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And the real point is that 
{@} = {&)&){fiZ-lq} 
which is also isomorphic to 
Our triangle becomes 
and this proves our lemma. cl 
Remark 4.3. If X E y and the triangle 
is as in Lemma 4.1, then the map d is phantom (Definition 3.3). The map of functors 
S(-,X)Ip -d)‘,=b lT(-,IzF)Ip 
is clearly the zero map. Furthermore, given any phantom map X 4 Y, it must factor as 
The point is that 
is a phantom map. But G is a coproduct of objects of 9”, and Lemma 3.6 tells us that 
phantom maps out of coproducts of objects of y” vanish. Therefore X+Y must factor 
through 
X-hF+Y, 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let 9 be a compactly generated triangulated category, suppose 9” is 
essentially small, and suppose Brown representability golds for FT. Then the composite of any 
two phantom maps uanis~es. 
Proof. Let X+ Y and Y -+Z be two phantom maps. By Remark 4.3, X-, Y factors as 
where CF is a coproduct of objects in flc. But then the composite 
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vanishes, and therefore so does the longer composite 
X-f-m=+Ye,Z. q 
Remark 4.5. Lemma 3.4 told us that the phantom maps form a two-sided ideal of J, If 
9’ is compactly generated, Brown representability holds for F and 9” is essentially small, 
then Corollary 4.4 asserts that this ideal is square-zero. 
Let Y be any category. Let YatfF’, &b) be the category of all functors Yp-+&bt 
where sPb is the category of abelian groups. Then %at(F’P, &b) is clearly an abelian 
category. If 9 is a triangulated category, then we define 
~~~~~t~o~ 4.6. The su~ategory 
Xol (yap, db) c Vut (zY’*~, db) 
is the full subcategory whose objects are the homological functors Ii: Yap --+ &‘b. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let 9 be an essentially smald triangulated category. All the projective ubjects 
of the category %?at(9’0p, &‘b) lie in the subcategory ~X?ol(9’“~, db). 
Prooj(: The representable functors 9’( - , s) are homological, and by Yoneda’s lemma 
they are also projective objects in (&at(F’~, db). Since every object of %at(FP, &b) is 
a quotient of a coproduct of representable functors, it follows that any projective object in 
%‘at(PP, ,&b) is a direct summand of a coproduct of representable functors, But any direct 
summed of a coproduct of representable functors is homolo~~al. 0 
LEMMA 4.8. Let Y be a triangulated category. If 
is a short exact sequence in Vat(Y”p, db) and two of the objects belong to &@oI(S@‘~, db), 
then the third object is also in .@01(Sf’~*, S2lfb). 
Proof: Trivial. cl 
COROLLARY 4.9. Let 9 be an essentially small triangulated category. Then all the objects 
ofjnite projective dimension belong to .%?01(~~~~ dab). 
Prcrof: By Lemma 4.7 the projeotives belong to &%~(Fq &b), and by Lemma 4.8 
~of(.5@**, db) is an exact subcategory. The corollary is imm~jate. rJ 
The next proposition was obtained independently, with a slightly different proof, by 
Christensen [43. 
Pao~osrno~ 4.10. Let .F be a compactly generated triangulated categury~ and suppose 
.F’ is essentially sail. Suppose drown represe~t~bi~~ty ~ldsfor .F. Then .%?~l(fF~~~~, db) is 
precisely thefull subcategory of %at((F)“P, Jalb) whose objects are the objects of projective 
dimension < I. 
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Proof: By Corollary 4.9, the objects of projective dimension < 1 are certainly 
homological. We need to prove the converse. 
Take any homological functor H: (Fc}“p +db. Because we are assuming Brown 
representability, there is, by 3.1.1, an object X E F so that 
H(-)-F(---,X)1, 
By Lemma 4.1, there is a triangle 
in F, where F and G are coproducts of objects of P, and the sequence of functors 
O~~(-,F)(,.-,~(--,G)I,. -+ 9-(-,X)lrc -+ 0 
is exact. 
But if we write F = JJS~, G = utn with s, and tn in F, then 
9(-,F)l,. = U.P(-,sJ and Y(-,G)I,. = UP{-,t,) 
making 5 ( - , F)],. and Y( -, G)(,. projective objects of %u~((F~)~~, &). Thus 
H( -- ) = F ( - , X) IFc has a projective resolution of length Q 1. q 
The converse also holds. 
PROPOSITION 4.11. Suppose I is a compactly generated triangulates category, with P 
essentially scalp. If every ho~o~ogicu~f~nctor H : (LTc)“p 3 db has projective dimension G 1 
as an object of %ut ((P)*P, db), then 3- satis$es Brown representability. 
Proof. Let H be a homological functor. Then we know it has projective dimension ,< 1. 
That means that there is an exact sequence of functors on {P}“p 
O+F-+G+H-+O 
with F and G projective. We may even assume G to be the coproduct of representable 
functors. That is, 
G = u P ( - , tr). 
ISA 
Of course, F need only be a direct summand of a coproduct. We have 
F@F’=X, x= u[ P(-,sp)* 
WM 
As in the proof of Lemma 4.1, we add to the exact sequence above the exact sequence 
o~fjx+fix+o+o 
i=l i=l 
to get an exact sequence 
O-*F@{fiXj+G@{iJX)-H-r0 
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and using the fact that 
iiX+iYJX) 
i=l 
this gives that H can be resolved as 
O-+F-+G-+H+O 
where F and G are coproducts of representable functors. 
Choose such a resolution, and write 
F= u S’(-,sJ and G= u F(-,t,). 
IJfM ZEA 
Then the map F + G gives a map in F 
which may be completed to a triangle in F 
IJ $4 jj tA-PX-+ u xss,. 
WM leh WM 
We deduce a long exact sequence 
But the map d, is identified with the given map F -+ G, hence is injective, hence it follows 
that we really have a short exact sequence 
This sequence allows us to identify H( - ) with F ( - , X)lFc . 
Suppose now that we are given a natural transfo~ation 
S(-,X)19= --* F(-, VI,. 
By the above, we may resolve 5 ( - , X) lYc and F ( - , Y) IFa as 
O-+F+G-+.Y-(-,X)lP + 0 
O--+F’+G’+eT(--,Y)IT=-,O 
with F, G, F’ and G’ not only projective, but also direct sums of representable functors. In 
any case, the natural tranformation 
S(-,X)ls= -+ F(-, Y1l.F 
extends to a map of (slightly special) projective resolutions 
0 -+ F + G -+S(-,X&e ---f 0 
1 L 1 
0 -i F’+G’+cT(-, Y&c + 0. 
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Now if we write 
F= u S=(-,sp) and G = u Sc(-, tl) 
BEM ISA 
F’= u S’(-,sP,) and G’= fl F(-,tnS) 
P’EM’ I’EA’ 
then we deduce a commutative square in 5 
LISP + gri 
IreM 
1 1 
Ll Sir’ + u tn. 
M’EM’ A’EA’ 
which we may complete to a morphism of triangles 
IJsr + &A + X’ + JJQI 
FM l=M 
1 1 4 1 
We deduce therefore a map of short exact sequences of functors on {P}“p 
0 + F + G + 9-(-,X’)Irc + 0 
1 1 WdI)lFCl 
0 + F’ + G' + F(-, Y’)lFp. + 0 
and we would be done if we could show that the natural isomorphisms 
S(-,X)1,. + S(--,X’)lFC and F(--, Y)lsC + F(-, Y’)I,. 
can be lifted to isomorphisms in F X N X’ and Y N Y’. The two cases being identical, we 
treat only the Xs. 
In any case, we have a natural transformation 
+at4 = G(-) + S(-,x)lp. 
That means that for every 1, we have a map tA + X. In other words, we have a map in F 
The composite 
~s,qJtpx 
WM AeA 
induces the zero natural transformation of functors on { .P}Op, hence vanishes by Lemma 
3.6. But then the map 
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must factor through the third edge of the triangle on II/. We can factor it as 
LI ta + X’P’X. 
ael\ 
The map p : X’ + X induces the natural isomorphism 
S(--,X% + S(-,X&F. 
By Remark 3.2, it follows that p is an isomorphism in 9”. 
5. BROWN REPRESENTABILITY FOR COUNTABLE 9-’ 
In this section, we will prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let 9 be an essentially small triangulates category. Suppose 9 is equiva- 
lent to a countable category. That is, count~ly any objects and morphism. Then the 
s~category 34%1 (5@0p, 2-d) c Vat (Y”“, ~4%) consists precisely of the objects of projective 
dimension < 1. 
Observe that by Proposition 4.11, Theorem 5.1 would prove that Brown representabil- 
ity holds for a compactly generated 9 whenever 9” is equivalent o a countable category. 
Remark 5.2. Because this is a strengthening of the theorem of Adams, we need to 
compare it to Adams’ theorem. Adams proved his theorem in the context of the category of 
spectra; in other words, Y was the category of finite spectra. However, his method does 
generalize. But even if we push the method as far as we can, we get a statement rather 
weaker than Theorem 5.1. To explain this, I need briefly to review Adams’ method. In 
describing it, I will generalize it to the context of an arbitrary triangulated category F with 
coproducts, and the subcategory Fc of compact objects. 
The reader who wants to skip the discussion of Adams’ proof may safely do so. Go 
directly to Definition 5.3. Nothing said between here and there will be used in the 
subsequent argument. 
Let H be a homolo~~al functor on (F”f”9 and let x be an object of F. Suppose we are 
given a natural transfo~ation of functors on (Fc)“p 
$:+F(--,x)lFC + H(-). 
To prove Brown representability it suffices to show that there is an object y E F-, a natural 
isomorphism 
Ii(-) = S(-,Y)l.F= 
and a map x + y in 9 inducing +. It is immediate that if we can do the above, then 
certainly every homologi~l functor H can be represented as F( - , y)lFO. To show that 
maps are represented, one uses a trick due to Brown; given a natural transfo~ation 
it gives us in particular a map 
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which can be represented; there is an object z E F, an isomorphism 
S(-9z)I.P = S(-,Y)l_P 
and a map in F of the form x @ y -P z inducing (4,l). Thus the composite Y G x 0 y -+ z 
is an isomorphism, and x + z + y induces 4. 
Start therefore with a map 
4:F(-,x& + H(-). 
The idea of the proof is to produce successive approximations of y. In other words, we want 
to define, for all integers i 2 0, objects xi E F, a sequence of morphisms 
x0+x1 +x2+ ... 
and a compatible sequence of natural transformations 
~i:S(-,Xi)I~’ ~ H(-). 
The idea is that the +i should approximate H( -) better and better, and the homotopy 
colimit, which we will call y, will represent H. So far nothing in the argument gives any 
serious difficulty when generalizing. 
To construct the successive Xi and natural transformations +i, it is helpful to recognize 
the following description of maps 4i. One defines 
E?(z) = lim H (z.r) . 
linite skeleta L, c z 
Then an observation of Brown says that elements of I?(z) are in l-l correspondence with 
natural transformations 
t$:S(-,z)Iyc + H(-). 
Since we are not assuming that the triangulated category 5 has a model, it is not clear what 
finite skeleta mean. But this turns out to be a small difficulty. One can get around it. 
One defines x0 to be the direct sum of our given x with some enormous coproduct of 
objects of F. Suppose we have defined all the xs through xi. The problem is to define Xi+ 1. 
The trick is to look at all the compact objects k E .T-‘, and study the kernels of all maps 
+i:F(ky Xi)lrc + H(k). 
The union of all such kernels defines a set A, and there is a natural map 
The idea is to define Xi+ 1 to be the mapping cone of this map f: 
What is true is that the composite 
vanishes. In other words, the map &i determines a class in I?&), and this becomes zero in 
fi(Ll AE,, k,). We have a triangle 
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but the functor fi is not cohomological. There is no clear reason why the fact that 
4i vanishes in fi(u I_,kJ should imply that it lifts to E?&+i). 
The main lemma in Adams’ proof is that, even though the functor fi is not cohomologi- 
cal, it takes triangles 
.LikA + Xi + Xi+1 + 
to exact sequences 
t B(Xi) + fi(Xi+l), 
In other words, as long as one of the terms in the triangle is a coproduct of objects of F, we 
get some exactness. 
The first reduction step is to assume the coproduct is finite; one can handle infinite 
coproducts using colimits. Without having a model structure, I do not see how to do this. 
But worse is yet to come. Let us now assume that the coproduct is finite, in other words we 
have a triangle 
k+xi + Xi+1 + 
with k E 5’. The next step in the proof is to express Xi as a union of its finite skeleta, and 
construct Xi + 1 as the union of the mapping cones. This can only be done in the presence of 
models; otherwise we cannot choose the third edges of triangles compatibly enough to have 
xi+ 1 expressed as a direct limit. 
Let me briefly remind the reader how Adams’ proof proceeds after that. Suppose 
therefore that there is some directed set A, and that the triangle 
can be given as the direct limit, over A E A, of triangles in 5 
Then the sequence 
E?(k) + E?(Xi) zfi(Xi+l) 
is, by the definition of fi, the inverse limit sequence 
lim Bi 
- lim H(k) e lim H(x,) - lim H (y&. 
We want to show that this inverse limit sequence is exact. 
To begin with, for each ;1 E A the sequence 
H(k) c H(x,) c Im(8J c 0 
is certainly exact. Since lim is right exact, the inverse image is also exact; we have an exact 
sequence 
lim H(k) c lim H(x,) + lim [Im(BJ] +- 0. 
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The problem is to show the surjectivity of 
lim [Im (e,)] t lim H(yJ . 
In any case, for each 1 E A the sequence 
0 4- Im (0,) c H(yl) c Ker (0,) t 0 
is definitely exact. To show that the inverse limit of the sequence is also exact it clearly 
suffices to establish the vanishing of lim’ [Ker (e,)]. But now for each L E A we have an exact 
sequence 
0 c Ker(el) c H(Ck) c KL t 0. 
Hence there is an exact sequence 
lim’H(Ck) +- lim2K, t lim’[Ker(0J] t lim’H(Xk). 
Because the term H (Ck) is independent of 2, this has vanishing lim’ and lim2. We deduce an 
isomorphism 
lim2 Kn N lim’ [Ker(Bn)] . 
To prove that these two isomorphic terms vanish, observe that because Y-” is countable, 
there are countably many possible maps k + x2. Hence there are only countably many 
possible 
0 c Ker(8J c H(Xk) c KA t 0. 
So although the directed set A might be huge, these sequences can be indexed by a much 
smaller, countable set. Precisely, there is a countable directed set A’, a family as above on A’, 
and a cofinal order preserving map A --t A’ inducing the gigantic family. The derived 
functors of the inverse limit agree on A and A’. In particular, 
lim2KI = 0 
since lim2 vanishes on countable directed sets. 
In other words, in a very essential way the proof of Adams uses the fact that 9’ = Y-” 
comes embedded in a large triangulated category Y, and that 7 has a model. Theorem 5.1 
will be proved here without those crutches. 
The fact that we need not assume a model structure of Y is of more than aesthetic 
interest. In the study of motives one is led to many triangulated categories not known to 
have models. The reader is referred to the work of Voevodsky. 
But even better, Theorem 5.1 is a statement about any countable triangulated category 
9. For a general Y, we have no idea whether there exists a Y with Y N Y-“. Brown’s proof 
tells us that if a Y exists and has a model, then every homological functor on Yap is of 
projective dimension d 1. Here we prove this with no hypothesis that a Y exists. One 
might be daring enough to conjecture that perhaps a Y always exists? 
So much for the proof due to Adams. Now we begin our proof. 
Definition 5.3. A functor FE Vat (9’Op, db) will be called free if it is a coproduct of 
representable functors. Every free functor is projective and homological. Any projective is 
a direct summand of a free functor. 
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DeJnition 5.4. Let F E Vat (.9’Op, db) be a functor F : Yap + db. The cardinality of F, 
denoted card(F), is the smallest infinite cardinal a for which there is a free presentation 
H+G+F-+O 
where H and G are coproducts of CY. or fewer representable functors. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let 
be an exact sequence offunctors in @at (9’Op, db). If card (A) and card (B) are both < a, then 
so is card (C). 
Proof: The map A + B can be lifted to a map of presentations; there is a commutative 
diagram with exact rows and columns 
H -+ H’ 
1 1 
G + G’ 
J 1 
0 -+ A -+ B + C+ 0. 
1 1 
0 + 0 
Here H, H’, G and G’ are all free, and more precisely they are all coproducts of tl or fewer 
representable functors. But then 
H’@G+G’+C-+O 
is a free presentation for C involving only coproducts of c( or fewer representable 
functors. 0 
LEMMA 5.6. Suppose 9’ is a countable triangulated category. Let C be an arbitraryfunctor 
in %‘ol (9’Op, &b) c Wat (yspop, &b). That is, C is homological. Given any map X + C with 
card(X) = Ka, it is possible to factor it as 
so that 
X-+Y+C 
5.6.1. Y admits a free resolution 
O-+H-+G-+Y+O 
with H and G coproducts of No orfewer representablefunctors. (In particular, card (Y) < K,, .) 
5.6.2. The map Y -P C is injective. 
Proof Since card(X) = K. we may choose a free presentation of X 
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with H’ and G’ countable sums of representable functors. Consider the composite 
G’+X-tC. 
If we could show that there is a Y so that the above composite factors as 
satisfying 56.1 and 5.6.2, then the subobject Y c C will contain the image of X, and X -+ C 
would also factor through Y. We may therefore assume X is a countable coproduct of 
representable functors. 
Put more simply, we are given a countable sequence {kj, 0 < i < co} of objects in Y, 
and for each object a natural transformation 
Y(-, kJ + C( -). 
Let us denote ki by k:; we are now inductively about to define K for all r. 
For any integer n > 0, the set of all maps 
with s E Y is countable. Hence the subset of all maps for which the composite 
Y(-,s) -+ fi Y(-,k;) --+ C(-) 
i=O 
vanishes is also countable. Taking the union over the countably many possibilities for n, we 
still have a countable set. Count the elements of the set. For the mth of them, let k: be 
defined by the triangle 
n 
s+ ~k;-+k$-ds< 
i=O 
By Yoneda’s lemma, the natural transformation 
corresponds to an element a E C(uI+ kf’). The fact that the composite 
Y(-,s) + fJ Y(--,k;) -+ ct-1 
i=O 
vanishes means, by Yoneda’s lemma, that under the map 
the element a maps to 0. But C is a homological functor. It follows that there exists 
a /3 E C(kA) mapping to a. Translating to a statement about representable functors by 
Yoneda’s lemma, this says that the map 
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factors as 
fj Y(-,ky) + Y”(-,kA) + Cl-). 
i=O 
In other words, we have defined for 0 < i < n a map k: + k,!, and a natural transformation 
.4P(-A!,) -, CC-1 
so that, for 0 < i < n, the composite 
9’(-,k?) + 9’(-,k:) -+ C(-) 
is the given map. 
We can inductively continue this. Starting with the collection {k,!,, 0 d m < co}, we 
produce a collection k& and so on. We get a countable category of k:s, where the 
morphisms in the category km + ki. are all possible composites 
That is, at each stage we produce maps from objects of the form k: to objects of the next 
level k”,+ ‘. The morphisms in the category are composites of such. We also have natural 
transformations 
~(-,kiJ + C(-) 
forming a cocone over the category. The reader can check the following two facts. 
5.6.3. The category of k”, isJiltered and countable. 
5.6.4. The map 
limY(-,kk) + C(-) 
is injective. 
Choosing a cofinal sequence in this countable category, we have a sequence of objects 
of Y 
so that 
e, + e, + e, + ... 
Y(-) = limY(-,ei) + C(-) 
is injective, and the map G 4 C, that is all the maps Y ( - , ki) -+ C ( - ), factor through 
Y + c. 
It remains to show that Y has a short free resolution. But Y comes with an exact 
sequence 
0 + fj Y(-,&)l--shilt jjeY(-pti)+ Y(-)+O 
i=O i=O 
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where the shift map 
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i=O 
is the direct sum of 
ji+,:Y(-,di) + Y(-,ei+l). 
In other words, the map { 1 - shift) is the infinite matrix 
0 
lY(-,L,) 
-_i2 
0 
0 
0 
L-,4 
-A 
0 
0 
0 
1.w_,L,) 
1.. 
. . . 
. . . . 
. . . 
cl 
DeJinition 5.7. Let Y be a small triangulated category. Let a be an infinite cardinal. We 
say that Y satisfies A, if, for any homological functor C and any map 
where X is a functor of cardinality < a, the map factors as 
X-+Y+C 
so that 
5.7.1. Y admits a free resolution 
with H and G coproducts of a or fewer representable functors. (In particular, card(Y) < ~1.) 
5.7.2. The map Y + C is injective. 
Remark 5.8. One way to phrase Lemma 5.6 is that, if Y is countable, then Y satisfies 
A NC,. 
LEMMA 5.9. If Sp satis-es A,, then any homologicalfunctor C with card(C) < a has a short 
free resolution 
O-+H+G-+C+O. 
Moreover, G and H may be taken to be sums of no more than a representable functors. 
Proof. Because card (C) < a, C admits a free presentation 
H+G-+C+O 
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where R and G are ~oprodu~ts of IX or fewer representable fnnctors. In particular, G is 
a ~o~roduct of 01 or fewer representable functors. By A, it follows that the map 
factors as 
with Y satisfying 5.7.1 
surjective, hence so is 
By 57.1, we know that Y, and hence CN Y, has a short, free resolution 
E-+C-+O 
G4Y-+C-+O 
and 57.2. By 5.7.2, Y -+ C is injective. On the other hand G --I C is 
Y + C. Thus Y -+ C must be an isomorphism. 
with G and H sums of a or fewer re~r~entable functors. 113 
LEMMA 5.10. Suppose Y satisfies A,, and suppose A -+ B is an injective map of homologi- 
cal funetors, with card(A) and card(B) both < CI. Then given a short, free resolution for A 
O-+H-+G-+A-+O 
we may choose a short, free resolution for B and a map ofresolutions 
so that h and g are split inel~io~s. Furthermore~ if H and G are coproducts of 6 LX 
representab~efunctors, H’ = H 0 H” and G’ = G @ G” may be chosen so that H” and G” are 
coproducts of < 01 representable functors. 
Proof. Complete the inclusion A -+ B to a short exact sequence 
O-+A-+B-+C+O. 
Since A and B are homological, so is C. Since both A and B have cardinality < Q, so daes 
C (Lemma 5.5). Since Y satisfies A,, we know by Lemma 5.9 that C admits a short free 
resolutian by coproducts of a or fewer representable functors. We have a diagram with 
exact rows and columns 
0 
1 
O-rH-+G+A-+O 
1 
B 
l. 
0 + H” + G” -+ C -+ 0 
L 
0 
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which may be extended to 
0 
1 
04 H 
“1 
0 4 H@H” 
1 
0 --$ H" 
1 
0 
0 0 
1 1 
4 G -a A + 0 
91 1 
4 G@G” -+ I3 4 0 . 
1 1 
+ G” -+C+O 
J. -1 
0 0 
a 
LEMMA 5.11. Let Y be a cQu~table ~iu~gu~ate~ category. Then Y satis~es A, fur all 
infinite car&n& a. 
Proof. The proof is by transfinite induction on ~1. Lemma 5.6 tells us that Y satisfies AK,. 
So the induction starts. 
Suppose that fl is an infinite cardinal, fl > KO, and Y satisfies A, for all 01 c /I. We will 
show that Y also satisfies A,. 
Let C be a homological functor, X + C a map, suppose card(X) < fi. We need to find 
a factoring X + Y -+ C. Since card(X) < 8, X has a free pr~entation 
H-+G+X-+O 
with G the coproduct of no more than /? representable functors. It clearly suffices to show 
that G + C factors as G -+ Y + C satisfying 5.7.1 and 5.7.2, since the image of X and the 
image of G in C agree; if Y c C contains the image of G, it contains the image of X. We may 
therefore assume X = G is the coproduct of fl or fewer representable functors. If it is the 
coproduct of fewer than ,!& then induction would allow us to factor G -P C as G -+ Y + C. 
Assume therefore that G is a coproduct 
G(-I= u y(-,td 
asn 
where the cardinality of A is precisely /3. Choose a bijection between A and the set of 
ordinals < b. In other words, from now on we will assume A is the set of ordinals < fi. 
Now we will define inductively, for each ordinal II E A, a subobject YA c C. If d < A’, 
then 
YlC Yn*cC. 
If the cardinality of the ordinal 2 is cq then we will choose a free resolution for Y1 
O-+H,-+G,+Y,-+O. 
If L < I’, there will be chosen a map of resolutions 
0 -t HA + Gn 4 YA + 0 
h-l 81 1 
0 -+ HA< + GA, 4 Yl, --t 0 
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with h and g split injective. Furthermore, the h and g are functorial; given I < I’ < A”, the 
composite 
is assumed to agree with 
Furthermore, the map 
should factor 
ipY-dif + yat-I--, C(-1. 
Start with the ordinal 1= w. Consider the map X + C given by 
X(-)= JJ Y((-yti) + C(-)a 
iii 
By AKo, we know that we may choose a Y, c C and a free resolution by coproducts of no 
more than o representable functors 
0 -+ H, -+ G, --) Y, + 0. 
We can furthermore assume the map 
u 9((-,4) + CC-1 
i<o 
factors through the inclusion Y, c C. This gets us started. 
Suppose we have defined everything for ordinals i < 1. We now need to extend to i = 2. 
There are two cases to consider. 
If ;I is a limit ordinal, define 
YA = lim Yi 
G1 = lim Gi 
Hn = lim Hi - 
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to give both Yn and its free resolution. Note that GA and HA are indeed free. Since for limit 
ordinals, GA and HA are defined as colimits, we have a formula 
and similarly for H. This establishes first that GA is free, being the direct sum of free functors. 
But also, since Gi+ l/Gi is a coproduct of no more than the cardinality of i representable 
functors, we have that Gn is the coproduct of no more than the cardinality of 1 representa- 
bles. 
If 1 is a successor ordinal, then A is the successor of the ordinal i < 1. Let X-C be the 
map 
Yi(-)@y((-,ti)-*C(-)- 
We know that the card(X) = card( YJ is the cardinality of i, which is smaller than 8. Let the 
cardinality of i be a. By induction, A, holds and the map above factors as 
By Lemma 5.10, we may also extend the given resolution 
O+Hi+Gi+Yi+O 
to a map of resolutions 
0 + Hi + Gi --t Yi + 0 
hl 91 1 
0 -P Ha + Ga -+ Ya -+ 0 
with h and g split injective. This concludes the construction of the YAs and their resolutions. 
Now define Y to be the direct limit of the YAs, and the lemma is proved. 0 
Theorem 5.1 is now immediate. Suppose Y is a triangulated category, equivalent to 
a countable category. We may as well assume Sp countable. By Lemma 5.11, A, holds for all 
infinite tl. Take a homological functor C E Vat (Yap, db). It has a free presentation 
and for some cardinal ~1, G and H are coproducts of a or fewer representable functors. But 
then Lemma 5.9 says that C has a projective resolution of length < 1. 
6. THE COUNTEREXAMPLE 
In this section we will show that Brown representability fails for general y. In fact, it 
fails for y = D(R), where R is the polynomial ring in two variables @ [x, y], with @ being 
any uncountable field. In some sense this section amounts to quoting the relevant results in 
the literature. 
Even though our ultimate example will be R = @ [x, y], much of the argument is very 
general. For now, let R be any associative ring with 1. Let 9 = D(R) be the derived 
category of all chain complexes of any left R-modules. Then y is compactly generated. 
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Furthermore, y” is the full subcategory whose objects are isomorphic to bounded chain 
complexes of finitely generated projective left R-modules. For a proof, see for example 
Sections 1 and 2 of [8], especially Corollary 2.3. 
Suppose r = D(R) satisfies Brown representability. Then by Proposition 4.10, every 
object x of D(R) has a resolution 
O-+F( --,F)ls~-s( -,G)/,.-+y{ -,~)l~c-+O 
where F and G are coproducts of objects in yc. Applying this exact sequence of functors to 
the object R E I’, that is the complex which is R in degree 0,O elsewhere, we get a short 
exact sequence of abelian groups 
0+9-(R,F)+9-(R,G)+y(R,x)+O. 
But for any Y E D(R), 9 (R, Y) = H’(Y) is the ordinary homology of the complex. Thus 
the exact sequence becomes 
04Z”(F)-rHo(G)+Ho(x)-t0. 
Since F and G are coproducts of bounded chain complexes of finitely generated projectives, 
Ho(F) and H’(G) are coproducts of the cohomologies of such complexes. 
Suppose now that the ring R is noetherian. Then the cohomology of any complex of 
finitely generated (projective) modules is a finite module. By finite module we mean finitely 
generated or finitely presented modules, which for a noetherian ring are the same. If Brown 
representability holds, it follows that for any x E D(R), Ho(x) has a resolution 
O-+P-+Q+HO(x)-+O 
with P and Q coproducts of finite modules. 
Let x be a flat R-module. View x as an object of D(R), namely the complex x in degree 0. 
If D(R) satisfies Brown representability, it follows that Ho(x) = x has a resolution 
O+P-+Q+x-+O 
with P and Q coproducts of finite R-modules, Now we remind the reader. 
Definition 6.1. A short exact sequence of left R-modules 
O-+A+B+C+O 
is called pure if, for every right R-module N, 
O+N@A+N@B+N@C+O 
is exact. 
In the sequence above, 
O-+P-+Q-+x-+O, 
we are assuming that x is flat. Hence the sequence is unmistakably pure. 
DeJnition 6.2. A left R-module P is called pure-projective if, for any pure exact sequence 
O+A+B-+C~O 
the sequence 
0 -+ Horn (P, A) + Horn (P, B) --* Horn (P, C) -+ 0 
is also exact. 
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Proposition 3 of [9, p. 7021, gives that the pure-projective R-modules are precisely the 
direct summands of coproducts of finitely presented modules. In other words, our resolu- 
tion 
above is a pure exact sequence with P and Q pure-projective. If Brown representability 
holds, then every flat x has a pure-projective resolution of length < 1. 
By Proposition 3 of [lo, p. 4261, the pure-projective dimension of a flat R-module 
x equals its projective dimension. It follows that if R is noetherian and Brown representabil- 
ity holds for D(R), then every flat module x has a projective resolution of length < 1 
O-+P-+Q-+x+O. 
The first counterexample to this is due to Kaplansky [ll]. Theorem 2 of [ll, p. 1413 
shows that if R = @ [x, y] with C an uncountable field, then the quotient field x = @ (x, y) is 
a flat module of projective dimension 2. 
Remark 6.3. One can improve the above discussion very easily. There is no real need to 
assume x flat. There are also better results about pure-projective dimensions in the 
literature. Kaplansky’s result on the projective dimension of quotient fields is stronger than 
the corollary we use here, and Osofsky improved the result in [12]. 
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